Liszts Kiss: A Novel

The romantic story of a young female pianist in cholera-ravaged Paris of 1832, whose own
tragedy leaves her susceptible to the passions and scandals of the composer Franz Liszt At
the height of the Romantic era in Paris, there was no bigger celebrity than the composer and
pianist Franz Liszt. A fiery and gorgeous Hungarian, he made women swoon at soirees and
left a trail of broken hearts behind him. Anne, a countess and talented young pianist whose
mother has just died of cholera, hears Franz Liszt in concert and is swept up in his allure. The
enigmatic Marie dAgoult, a friend of Annes late mother, takes her under her wing and
introduces her to the artistic world -- despite the objections of Annes sullen and sorrowful
father. Anne soon finds herself in the midst of dangerous intrigues, discovering a family
secret so shocking that her father will go to any lengths to protect it. With the ominous
presence of Pariss most deadly epidemic looming over every turbulent event, Liszts Kiss is a
rich evocation of a remarkable period as seen through the eyes of a sensitive young artist.
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Start by marking â€œLiszt's Kissâ€• as Want to Read: Romance, poetry, music, love, opera,
innocence, and hidden secrets makes this novel set in Paris, France in a pleasant read. Susanne
Dunlap is the author of six works of historical fiction.
Read Liszt's Kiss by Susanne Dunlap by Susanne Dunlap by Susanne Dunlap The romantic
story of a young female pianist in cholera-ravaged Paris of
Dunlap's latest (after Emilie's Voice) is an uneven but spirited mystery-cum- romance set in s
Paris. After cholera claims her mother, the.
Her debut, Emilie's Voice, was a skillfully rendered tale of intrigue, love, and music, and in
Liszt's Kiss, she has applied this formula with equal success. Sparks fly when bohemians,
aristocrats and those in-between collide in this latest historical novel with musical themes,
from the author of.
The romantic story of a young female pianist in cholera-ravaged Paris of , whose own tragedy
leaves her susceptible to the passions and scandals of the. In Liszt's Kiss by Susanne Dunlap a
handful of the luminaries of that age mingle with fictional protagonists in a story of infatuation
and.
Click here to read reviewer Br. Benet Exton's take on Liszt's Kiss. Composer Franz Liszt is the
focus of Dunlap's Victorian-flavored novel set in Paris, music.
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